Cyber Rally-O Dance Division

SILVER LEVEL
Lollipop Spiral

Moves in parentheses are options for handlers unable to move easily in Parallel position.
Begin in Side position.
1 - Transition to Head* position, handler moving backwards
2 - Transition to Heel position
3 - Transition to Toe** position, handler moving backwardds
4 - 2+ move Transition to Parallel**, D facing H's R hand if stretched out
(2+ move Transition to either Heel or Come Fore position)
5 - Spiraling inward. Parallel, D facing H's R hand if stretched out
(Spiraling inward. Heel or Come Fore position)
6 - D circle H CW, H 360d+ CCW. Do 1 or more circles/turns.
7 - Transition to Side using 1 or more moves. Spiraling outward. Side position.
8 - 2+ move Transition to Head position, handler moving backwards
9 – Transition to Side position
10 – Transition to Toe position, handler moving backwards
11 - Transition to Heel
12 – Transition to Closing Pose (use any moves to get into your closing pose, which may
be anything, including standing in Heel or Side position).
For entry, complete the 12 step pattern once.
NOTE:The spiral has two "circles", one larger than the other. You will cross the vertical axis
of the ring three times before transitioning at Station 6 as well as three times before the
transiiton at Station 8. You may do more than two “circles” if you wish, but your spiral must
have at least two.
Transitions, unless specified, may have any number of moves and need not be
identical or mirror images.
*In Head position, the dog's left shoulder is next to the handler's left leg.
*In Toe position, the dog's right shoulder is next to the handler's right leg.
***In Parallel position, the dog is moving forward and the handler is moving sideways,
facing the side of the dog. For this pattern, the handler is facing the dog's right side and the
dog is facing the handler's right hand if the handler stretches his/her arms to the side (like
a scarecrow).

Cyber Rally-O Dance Division

SILVER LEVEL
Serpentine Switchback

Begin in any position.
1 - 3+ move combo that includes at least one Distance Move* of any type. The distance
between you and your dog must be at least 8 feet when your dog does the Distance
Move.
2 - Transition to Heel (unless you have approached Station 2 in Heel position, in which
case your team commences the pattern without transitioning).
3 - Moving Transition** to Side
4 - Moving Transition to Heel
5 - Moving Transition to Side
6 - Moving Transition to Heel
7 - Moving Transition to Side
8 - Moving Transition to Heel
9 – 3+ move traveling combo ending with a Closing Pose at the Finish. Your Closing Pose
may be anything other than simply standing with arms at your side in Heel, Side, or Front
position.
For entry, complete the 9 step pattern once.
NOTE: You do not need to do the same moves in your combos for Stations 1 and 9. You
do not need to do identical transitions at stations 2 through 8. Your transitions should be
designed to keep you on the pattern. There is not much space between the transitions, so
cleanly executing the sections between transitions is challenging.
*A Distance Move is any behavior the dog does on cue at a distance from you (a recall is
not a distance move). For example, you may send the dog away from you and ask for the
behavior; or you may leave the dog, ask for the behavior, and then recall or return to the
dog. You may have a prop in the ring for your distance move and/or moves in your
combos. This could be a platform, mat, post, jump, etc. However, the prop can not interfere
with your execution of the serpentine pattern.
**A Moving Transition is one in which the team is never completely stopped. If either
team member is stopped, the other is in motion. For example, if the dog is stopped the
handler may be walking around the dog. If the handler is stopped, the dog may be weaving
or circling the handler. Momentary stops without deliberate pauses will not NQ a run.

Cyber Rally-O Dance Division

SILVER LEVEL
Transition Triangles

Begin in any position.
1 - Using any position or combination of positions, the team moves across the ring to
Station 2 with the dog moving backwards. You may include moves along the way
(weaves, spins, side passes, etc.) and may change positions** one or more times.
2 - Transition* to Heel
3 - Transition to Side
4 - Transition to Heel
5 - Transition to Side
6 - Transition to Heel
7 - Transition to Side
8 - Transition to Heel
9 - Transition to Side
10- Using any position or combination of positions, the team moves across the ring to
Station 11 with the handler moving backwards. You may include moves along the way
(weaves, spins, side passes, etc.) and may change positions one or more times.
11- Use one or more moves to transition to a Closing Pose of any type (other than Heel,
Side, Front with arms at your side).
For entry, complete the 11 step pattern once.
NOTE: You do not need to do the same moves in your combos for Stations 1 and 11. You
do not need to do identical transitions at stations 2 through 10.
*TRANSITION REQUIREMENTS - These may be any single or combination of moves. At
least one transition must be a Moving Transition. A Moving Transition is one in which
the team is never completely stopped. If either team member is stopped, the other is in
motion. For example, if the dog is stopped the handler may be walking around the dog. If
the handler is stopped, the dog may be weaving or circling the handler. Momentary stops
without deliberate pauses will not NQ a run. At least one transition must be a Stationary
Transition. A Stationary Transition is one in which the team is completely stopped at
some point before leaving the station. The pause must be deliberate and obvious. Be sure
to count a few seconds before moving on.
**Positions may include Heel, Side, Front, Head, Toe, Parallel, for example.

